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Avery quick set blind parts

The Avery Quickset Boat Blind is the best boat blind on the market (in my opinion). I hunted long ducks. I built boat blinds, and I chased behind the north flight and others. I haven't seen a better blind person than Avery's. I put an Avery Blind on my 16' Grizzly Tracker, and I loved it. The blind fit easily and well to my boat. When I used it, I found some things I would have improved if
I did it again. A big thing was the height of the top of the blind, where my rain top goes. I would like the top to be well above my head, but it wasn't. This is important to create shade and keep wind and rain away! The other improvement I wanted to make was to eliminate the huge gap in the middle when both front and back were both up. I like to swing the two sides upwards when
geese fly over their heads. When the two halves come together, it will hide you from overflyers. These two problems are actually a function of the length of the pre-curved frame sections, which are made specifically for the back (top) and the front swing sections. The length of the frame before bending limits blind height and obfuscation. A friend of mine has an Avery Quick Set
Blind, which he has mounted on the third 20' Lund he owned. He likes the Alaskan model with side console and 90 hp engine. It is high and swings overhead closed. I'm not sure why they're not being done like that anymore! I was able to solve both problems with the same solution! By cutting the vertical part of the frame in half (before bending), I was able to add an extension. I
screwed in a 12 length of steel pipe. The inner diameter was very close to the outer diameter of the frame. The next step was to paint the steel satin black with rustoleum spray paint. It was important that I leave the last 4 of the pole intact, as this end is designed to fit into the plastic swivel attachment. By screwing in an extension, I was able to lift the blind by 8. I have not only
increased the height by 8, but also moved the swivel attachment 8 closer to the center. This is huge, because if you close the gap from the front and back by a total of 16, you almost eliminate it! Another minor problem I had with my first blind was to solve my blind so I could make it pop! I had difficulty finding the black elastic cord and black balls in the dark. We want to set up the
blind before filming, but our best chance to remove them from travel mode was under the lights at the ramp (where there is one). I have my solution to this problem with Lowes Hardware They have these colorful pipe cleaners looking ties. They are covered with plastic, 32 long, tough and flexible. These ties come in bright orange and bright green. They are ideal for wrapping the
blind material so that it does not unpack when travelling, and when unpacking the blinds for hunting. A third issue I had with my first Avery Quick Set Blind was that I left it in the dock early in the season. The real problem was that I hadn't covered the blind material and it faded a little in the sunlight. I didn't have a boat cover at the time. Since then, I have discovered a way to wrap
the camo blind in the wind blocker material. This prevents the boot from being exposed to UV light and the camo fades! Hopefully there is something here that will help you. Gunner and I love hunting ducks, and we love chasing them blindly behind our Avery Quickset! This combo kit from Avery Outdoors comes with everything you need to get your duck boat setup for this
waterbirds season. Included in this kit are the Avery Quick-Set frame, the wind blocker material and the camo net of your choice. The lightweight Avery Quick set blind frame is fully collapsible and features a precision-fitting fluted aluminum hose for the strongest and lightest frame. With a slide-adjust, the Avery blind frame comes in two lengths: 14 to 16 feet long with a maximum
beam width of 68 inches and 17 to 19 feet long with a maximum beam width of 84 inches. Manufactured for boats that have steering wheels. The nylon wind blocker coated with heavy urethane protects you from the cold winds that the ducks always seem to get moving. Use the WindBlocker as a liner to Avery's LeafyCut CamoSkirt, or use it alone to set up a blind wherever you
want. Avery's exclusive Camo mesh material provides a three-dimensional view from the careful eyes of waterfowl. Free shipping is only good for the continental Usa. For shipping to other locations, please contact us for an offer. The product that started it all! Avery Outdoors began with the vision of building products for waterfowl hunters developed by waterfowl hunters. Our first
attempt was the QuickSet® Boat Blind, one of the best-selling blinds of its kind. An all-aluminum frame construction eliminates rust in a lightweight and easy-to-use package. Pair this with our WindBlocker and CamoNet and you have the complete QuickSet® Boat Blind Kit. This kit contains everything you need to turn your boat into an invisible blind on the water. The powder-
coated black frame comes complete with all assembly hardware and assembly instructions. DuraMax Nylon is used to make the wind blocker, a windproof barrier that wraps around the frame. Cover everything up with the Nylap and heavy netting combination of CamoNet and you're ready to hunt. Available in the 14-16 and 17, 19, with Mossy Oak BottomLand or Mossy Oak
Blades. ** This item is oversized and requires additional shipping costs.** Quick Set® Frame Quick Set® CamoNets Quick Set® WindBlockers Haul the Quick Set® anywhere and at any speed! Go from fully mobile to set up and hunt in less than a minute! (No reviews yet) ratings) a Review SKU: 01222 UPC: 700905012220 Availability: This item is usually delivered within 24
hours. Check out our Shipping &amp; Returns page for more information. Gift Wrapping: Options available Shipping: Calculates at checkout The product that started it all! Avery Outdoors began with the vision of building products for waterfowl hunters developed by waterfowl hunters. The first attempt was the QuickSet® Boat Blind, one of the best-selling blinds of its kind. An all-
aluminum frame construction eliminates rust in a lightweight and easy-to-use package. Pair this with our WindBlocker and CamoNet and you have the complete QuickSet® Boat Blind Kit. This kit contains everything you need to turn your boat into an invisible blind on the water. The powder-coated black frame comes complete with all assembly hardware and assembly instructions.
DuraMax Nylon is used to make the wind blocker, a windproof barrier that wraps around the frame. Cover everything up with the Nylap and heavy netting combination of CamoNet and you're ready to hunt. 14'-16' Length Mossy Oak Blades Quick-Set Frame Quick-Set CamoNets Quick-Set WindBlocker haul the Quick Set anywhere and at any speed! Go from fully mobile to set up
and hunt in less than a minute! Love this blind. It was easy to install and easy to use. Even if it is only me and the dog, we can be put on the hunt in less than 15 minutes. When someone is with me, it takes less time. I will say that the use of the Avery Killer Weed makes gives the blind depth and it fits much better. Product No.: 839491 Manufacturer No.: 01298 UPC No.:
700905012985 Color: Mossy Oak Bottomland Email to Friend The product that started it all! Avery Outdoors began with the vision of building products for waterfowl hunters developed by waterfowl hunters. Our first attempt was the QuickSet Boat Blind, one of the best-selling Blindos en ever. An all-aluminum frame construction eliminates rust in a lightweight and easy-to-use
package. Pair this with our WindBlocker and CamoNet and you have the complete QuickSet Boat Blind Kit. This kit contains everything you need to turn your boat into an invisible blind on the water. The powder-coated black frame comes complete with all assembly hardware and assembly instructions. DuraMax Nylon is used to make the wind blocker, a windproof barrier that
wraps around the frame. Cover everything with the Nylap and high-performance netting combination of the CamoNet and you are ready to hunt WARNING: This product can expose you to Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) that can cause the California is known to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive damage. For more information, go to -
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. NOTE: Prices, specifications and availability are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to correct typographical, photographic and/or descriptive errors. Manufactured for boats in the length of 17'-19' with a Maximum width Desader product that started all! Avery Outdoors began with the vision of building products for waterfowl hunters
developed by waterfowl hunters. Our first attempt was the QuickSet® Boat Blind, one of the best-selling blinds of its kind. An all-aluminum frame construction eliminates rust in a lightweight and easy-to-use package. Pair this with our WindBlocker and CamoNet and you have the complete QuickSet® Boat Blind Kit. This kit contains everything you need to turn your boat into an
invisible blind on the water. The powder-coated black frame comes complete with all assembly hardware and assembly instructions. DuraMax Nylon is used to make the wind blocker, a windproof barrier that wraps around the frame. Cover everything up with the Nylap and heavy netting combination of CamoNet and you're ready to hunt. FeaturesQuick Set® FrameQuick Set®
CamoNetsQuick Set® WindBlockersHaul the Quick Set® anywhere and at any speed! Go from fully mobile to set up and hunt in less than a minute! BRAND - Avery/GHGCOLOR - Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Blade Bladebladeblades
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